Genium
Walk naturally

Information for users

A small port city, a day off. Sun,
samba, carnival – Brazil appeals
with a wealth of discoveries and
exciting possibilities. The functions
of a prosthesis have to be as
individual was life here is colourful.

Karlianny
Sightseeing, extended shopping trips, sauntering
along dreamlike beaches but also action during
hikes through untouched, exotic nature, preferably
off the beaten track – that is exactly what Karlianny
likes. With her daughter and her cousin, she
explored her former home of Brazil which she left
with her family at the age of four. Her right leg had
to be amputated at the thigh when she was eight
years old.
Karlianny is happy – with herself and with her life.
She can pursue her hobbies and favorite activities
with virtually no restrictions. Running, cycling and
inline skating, and of course romping and playing:
nothing holds the young mother of two daughters
back. The prosthesis has become a part of her,
Karlianny presents it with self-confidence and even
a little pride. She also wants to give other people
courage.
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Genium
Walk naturally
The Genium – Bionic Prosthetic System is the intelligent and intuitive lower limb
prosthesis system of our time: extensive research and development, more than
15 years of practical experience with the C-Leg proven as the safest leg prosthesis
system in the world and many years of cooperation with users and clinicians have
led to a leg prosthesis system that sets a new standard in terms of workmanship
and functionality. For the first time ever it is possible with the new Genium to
nearly replicate the natural, physiological human gait pattern. With the Genium,
everything happens in real time – and certain situations are even anticipated.
Thanks to the latest in microprocessor, sensor and control technology, using the
Genium is straightforward, intuitive and incredibly flexible. Walking backwards
safely, balanced standing even on inclines, ascending stairs step-over-step and
much more – the Genium stands for outstanding everyday benefits and previously
unheard-of movement possibilities.
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The big step:
Optimised physiological gait
The best way to walk is with a natural, physiological gait
– whether it be during a relaxed stroll through the city or
when walking quickly through the woods. It’s exactly this
gait that the Genium – Bionic Prosthetic System approximates. Step by step, phase by phase. No matter on what
surface, no matter at what speed. The progressive technology supports optimised walking that also helps protect
the back, significantly improves comfort and offers
astounding mobility in everyday life.
How it works:
Optimised Physiological Gait (OPG) reduces ground reaction
forces. This means damping is improved and knee flexion is
promoted. Subsequent orthopaedic problems are minimised
as a result. The amount of effort required at the start of the
stride is reduced as well. With OPG, walking uphill, downhill
or on uneven surfaces is easier and safer while the number
of compensating movements is drastically reduced.
OPG offers increased safety when walking backwards or
taking large steps. No matter what kind of step you take –
short, long, slow, fast, regular or irregular – the quality of
the swing phase is comparable to a natural one. All of this is
possible with the Genium, which also adapts automatically
to different shoes and clothing.
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Walk naturally
There is much to discover on a
journey, especially when you
are visiting your former home.
Memories are awakened. Now
Karlianny can romp around
here with her own daughter,
just like she did as a child.

Upstairs, downstairs:
The groundbreaking stair function
Many surprising situations are often encountered in everyday life: suddenly you have to go up an escalator and speed
up because the train is coming. Or you have to follow your
child up the stairs. Or perhaps you just want to negotiate
stairs without having to think about it.
Stairs in particular show just what is possible with the
Genium – Bionic Prosthetic System: the stair function allows
stairs to be negotiated step-over-step. A flowing movement
pattern whether you're going up stairs or down. A key
function for greater everyday freedom.

Step on over:
The amazing obstacle function
Sticks and stones in the forest or a curb in the city: there are
many obstacles you can face all of a sudden. No problem
with the Genium – just step over and continue on your way.
Here, too, the Genium – Bionic Prosthetic System opens new
horizons by offering new ways of approaching your everyday
activities.
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Hamed
Hamed was born in Afghanistan, where he
injured his leg. He came to Germany where an
attempt was made to save it. Unfortunately, they
were unable to save his leg. It was a difficult
time: a foreign language, foreign people – and a
prosthesis. Hamed was twelve years old. He
found his way, learned German, finished
secondary school and vocational training as a
prosthetist/orthotist. Hamed played on the
national sitting volleyball team for a long time.
But today he focuses entirely on his job. He still
plays volleyball, though: with his colleagues at
work. Standing up.
Hamed likes spending time with friends. Often
out in nature: going on bike tours, taking a
quick run down to the lake or playing Frisbee in
the park...
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A solid position:
Stance function – even on inclines
As nice as it may be to keep pace with everything, sometimes
you have to stand still.
The stance function of the Genium – Bionic Prosthetic
System is safer, more natural and more intelligent. This is
because the Genium itself differentiates between dynamic
and static situations – it recognises when movement is
needed and when the body weight has to be supported at
rest. This allows for the first time a natural distribution of
body weight, balanced between both legs. No matter
whether you just stop moving and stand still, or are performing a task that requires you to stand for a longer time – on
inclines and uneven surfaces, too!
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Genium
Of technology and technicians
Numerous suggestions made by users and prosthetists were
taken into account in the development of the Genium –
Bionic Prosthetic System. The result is a groundbreaking leg
prosthesis system that, with highly modern microprocessorcontrolled technology, puts people first with their individual
everyday needs.
The Genium – Bionic Prosthetic System is assembled and
adjusted to precisely meet your individual needs. This is
ensured by our professional partner on site: your prosthetist.
He knows you and, based on your individual lifestyle, your
needs and the challenges you face, he is able to evaluate
exactly how the Genium – Bionic Prosthetic System will work
for you.
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Genium
Details
Gyroscope, acceleration
sensor and angle sensor
The gyroscope and the acceleration sensor allow the acceleration
and position of the Genium in
space to be measured. An angle
sensor determines the flexion
angle and flexion angle speed of
the joint.

Knee moment sensor
The knee moment sensor supplies
data about the knee moment and
therefore provides important
information for precisely determining the forces acting on the
prosthesis.

Carbon fibre frame
In order to withstand the variety of
day-to-day stresses, the frame is
made of carbon – an especially
strong, high-grade and lightweight material.

AXON tube adapter
Additional sensors are integrated
in the tube adapter. They not only
measure the ankle moment but
also the vertical force acting on
the joint. The sensor data help
make a natural movement pattern
possible.

Pyramid adapter
The pyramid adapter connects the
Genium to the prosthetic socket.

Hydraulic cylinder
The hydraulic cylinder controls the
Genium. It generates movement
resistance for the stance and
swing phases.

Bluetooth®
Integrated Bluetooth® technology
permits straightforward communication with the joint.

Battery and electronics
In the Genium, the rechargeable
battery and electronics are
enclosed and protected by the
frame. The integrated microprocessor coordinates all measurement
and control processes.

Inductive charging
The inductive charger is
magnetically attached to the back
of the knee joint. This technology
permits charging through clothing
and cosmetic covers.
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Genium Protector
Attractive protection for the Genium

An attractive design and excellent protection: the Genium
Protector keeps the high-end knee joint safe from impacts,
scratches and environmental influences. Thanks to the
coated surface and slight metallic effect, its colour also
coordinates well with the Genium.
The Genium Protector basically consists of two elements, a
main component and a foot cuff. The main protector
component provides good volume compensation under
clothing. The frontal surfaces in the knee area are designed
to make kneeling comfortable for you. Thanks to its sleek
surface it facilitates the donning and doffing of clothes.
The foot cuff connects the main component to the footshell
and therefore establishes a smooth transition between the
two components. It consists of sturdy, high-quality plastic to
give it shape and a textile material that ensures adequate
mobility. Dynamic loads that can occur while walking are
therefore effectively compensated.
14
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Visualised knee rotation point
Orientation aid for prosthetic
alignment

Easy to use closure technology
Allows user to put on and take off the
main part of the Protector
Natural calf shape
For a less conspicuous appearance
under clothing

Recess for inductive charger
Allows for inductive charging even
through clothing
Thick wall
Specialized protection for the
Genium charging unit

Anatomically-shaped knee section
Facilitates kneeling
Smooth surface
Makes it easier to dress and undress
Tough main component
Protects the Genium prosthesis
system from jolts, the environment and
normal wear and tear
Area for length adjustment
The main Protector component can be
shortened by qualified personnel
Anti-slip fabric
Helps keep socks from slipping off

Innovative foot cuff
Hybrid construction of plastic and
fabric offers flexibility and maintains
shape

The protector does not impact the functions and dynamics of
the Genium in any way.
A recess ensures that the uncomplicated charging of the
knee joint continues to be supported, even through clothing.
You can put the main protector component on and take if off
independently.
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Questions and answers
about the Genium

What are the key advantages of the Genium
for the user?
The Genium leg prosthesis system allows you to
achieve a virtually natural, physiological gait
pattern. This not only protects your sound side,
but also your entire locomotor system, because
you'll have to make fewer compensating movements. The Genium is also the only passive leg
prosthesis system that allows you to climb stairs
step-over-step. Other advantages include crossing
obstacles – with the prosthesis as the leading or
trailing leg –and safely walking backwards. The
intelligent standing function permits relaxed
standing, even on inclines and rough surfaces.
With all of these movements, less concentration
on the prosthesis is needed because it is used
intuitively. Five different MyModes – preset
individual movement patterns – can be selected
with a remote control. For maximum reliability in
everyday life, the Genium knee joint and the
AXON tube adapter are splash water resistant.
Is the Genium leg prosthesis system
suitable for me?
The Genium is suitable for active users with a
body weight of up to 150 kg (330 lbs).
How long will the Genium battery last?
Intelligent energy management integrated in the
Genium results in a battery capacity of up to 5
days when fully charged. However, we recommend charging the knee joint every night.
What happens when the battery is drained?
Vibration messages provide a timely warning
when the battery charge gets too low. Once the
battery is drained, the Genium automatically
switches to safety mode.
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Can I just try out the Genium?
Many certified medical supply companies offer a
trial fitting. Just talk to your prosthetist. The trial
fitting takes place over a predetermined period of
time and is monitored by Ottobock when needed.
What else is included in a prosthetic fitting?
It includes all components from the foot to the
knee joint system, including the socket, which
will be customised to your individual needs by
your prosthetist. Of course the assembly and
setup of the system are also included, as well as
regular service inspections.
How long does it take to learn how to use
the Genium?
This depends on the individual. Some users can
climb stairs step-over-step on the first day with
the Genium. On the other hand, it can also take
several days or weeks – depending on the
physical condition and motivation of the user –
until using and walking with the lower limb
prosthesis system has been internalised.

The 3D experience
A look at the Genium

The augmented reality app
Would you like to experience the Genium up
close? Try our augmented reality app – a new,
three-dimensional, interactive application. In this
expanded reality, you see the product from all
perspectives as though it was right in front of you.
The free app is available to both Apple and
Android users (in their respective store) and can
be found by entering the search term 'Ottobock'.
Another way to get the app is with the QR code
below, which you can scan with your QR reader.
After downloading and installing the app, move
your mobile phone/tablet over the motif below.
Observe what appears on the display: you can see
the product in three dimensions as though it were
in a showcase. Move your mobile phone/tablet to
look at the Genium from all sides. Discover the
product by moving closer to the motif. Under the
Hotspots menu item, you will find information in
English and German that provides more details
about the individual product components. User
videos underscore the product information.
Let us surprise you!

1 Scan the QR code for the app
2 Start the app
3 Move the mobile phone/tablet over the motif, right
Enter the virtual showroom

Scan for app

Genium
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